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Hollywood draws millions of tourists every year to Los Angeles to pay homage to their favorite stars.
Board a cheap flight to Los Angeles and who knows you may be lucky enough to catch a glimpse of
a few famous people. Zuma beach in Malibu, California is a county beach. Book your flight tickets
and visit one of the largest and most famous beaches in the Los Angeles County. It is mainly known
for its long, wide sands and exceptional surf. You can work out at muscle beach, Arnold
Schwarzeneggerâ€™s old gym or have a meal of simply grilled fish at the Reel Inn or Greek cuisine at
Taverna Tony. It is the best beach for clean water condition.

Flights to Los Angeles will allow you a visit to Sunset Boulevard where you can have a taste of
Hollywood culture. Its name â€œSunset Boulevardâ€• is a lasting example for the glamor of Hollywood.
This street runs from Figueroa Street in downtown Los Angeles to the Pacific Coast Highway at
Pacific Ocean. The Sunset Strip runs through West Hollywood between Crescent Heights and
Doheny Drive. It is the most famous strip lined with nightclubs and symbolic billboards. This area is
mostly quiet during the day but at night, it is lit up by neon lights.

Disneyland is in Anaheim, east of downtown Los Angeles. Book cheap tickets to Los Angeles and
visit this Southern Californiaâ€™s theme park which is Disneyâ€™s original and the most enjoyable one. Itâ€™s
the site where parents and kids can enjoy together. Most rides are gentle and you can also enjoy
shows, daily fireworks and parades in summer. Its landscape is engineered such that one can enjoy
and experience without being interrupted from the outside world. The California Adventure Park next
door is another one filled with increasing number of rides on animated films. The park is lined up by
Downtown Disney, a dining, shopping and entertainment area.

The Huntington is a research institution recognized by Henry E. Huntington in San Mario. In addition
to the library, this place has some famous art with the likes of Thomas Gainsboroughâ€™s The Blue Boy
and other important documents like Gutenberg Bible, a copy of The Canterbury Tales, two quartos
of Hamlet. Its 120 acres of botanical gardens features segment for the historic cactus collection. It
has a full ecosystem with a Japanese garden, Chinese garden, jungle, desert, lily ponds, and a
subtropical garden. You can have lunch at Pie n Burger.

Book inexpensive flight tickets and visit the Universal Studios Hollywood which is a movie studio
and theme park. It is one of the oldest and most popular Hollywood movie studios. It was originally
created to provide tours of sound stages and famous film sets. It has half themed rides like Jurassic
Park, Revenge of the Mummy and many others. Studio tour takes you through the working studio
with lots of additions to entertain the visitors. The Halloween season celebrated here is very special.
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